
PERSONALISED 
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PENDANT 
NECKLACE
By Emma-Louise Shingler

Over 90 projects available at  
cooksongold.com/projects

What you’ll need:
Hand Torch 999 955C
Soldering Block 999 968
Soldering Sheet 999 969
Silver Easy Solder Paste PAT 021
Third Hand Base 999 AAA
Flux Brush 946 010
Technoflux 999 AAH
Parallel Pliers 999 644
Safety Pickle & Unit 855 1060 & 999 AFD
Steel Block 999 I442
2.5mm Letter Stamps 999 IA65
Metal Stamping Hammer 999 IA98
Saw Frame & Blades 999 735 & 972 060
2x 3mm Silver Halo Wedding Rings  
(Size M) TSRH 03HM
1x 3mm Sterling Silver Beaded Ring 
(Size K)  FS5E 003K
1x 18” Sterling Silver 2.1mm Curb Chain VVC IHA 
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Level of
design:

Intermediate



2: PREPARE YOUR RINGS
You can leave your Russian ring pendant plain or you 
can add texture to each ring to create a different look. 
For this project I have used two 3mm Silver halo 
wedding rings (size M) and added texture to one ring 
using a hammer. For my third ring I am using a 3mm 
Silver beaded ring (size K as this has the same outside 
diameter as the size M halos). If you have decided to 
make your three rings out of round wire, make each 
ring separately, solder and shape (texture if required).

3: PERSONALISE
If you want to personalise your pendant with a name, 
file one side of the remaining plain halo ring flat using 
coarse emery paper. You want to create a flat face 
wide enough for you to fit a 2.5mm stamped letter. 
Once you have achieved this, work through the grades 
of emery paper to the finest grit. Then carefully stamp 
the name/word you want on the ring.

4: CUT & OPEN
Cut through the name ring and the textured ring with  
a jeweller’s saw and open using parallel pliers, with a 
sideways movement to preserve the curve.

1: CHOOSE YOUR RINGS
You will need to start with three rings the same 
diameter and thickness. You can either make these 
from scratch from round wire, or use finished wedding 
rings to save time.
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5: SOLDER & PICKLE
Link the name ring through the beaded ring and  
solder it closed (like a chain link). I have used easy 
solder paste, but you could also use easy solder 
strip and flux. The sterling Silver beaded ring has an 
anti-tarnish coating so protect it during soldering with 
Technoflux. When pickling, make sure the beaded ring 
does not touch the solution. 
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7: CLEAN & POLISH
Clean your solder joints and polish the three rings.  
You can use a polishing motor, pendant motor or  
barrel polisher for this. 

8: FINISH
Thread the Russian rings through a chain of your 
choice to finish the pendant. You may have to fiddle a 
bit with the placing of the rings, to get the right pattern.

6: JOIN THE THREE RINGS
Pass the final textured ring through both of the 
soldered rings. Think of it as if you are making a very 
small Venn diagram with your name and beaded ring. 
In that space, loop the textured ring and solder closed 
(again protecting the beaded ring from any heat 
and pickle). 
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TIP
Once you have created this piece you could 
branch out into other alloys. Traditional Russian 
wedding rings combine three precious metals, 
yellow, rose and white Gold.
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